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This analysis contains the results of an investigation in which a
simple altitude control based on static-pressure and rate-of-climb
sensing is combined with a supersonic missile as a servomechanism to
yield the closed-loop behavior of the entire system. The results show
that the control system can be made to function successfully when applied
to a low-altitude missile of the boost-glide type and it is indicated
that it would perform satisfactorily at high altitude. It is also prob-
able that the problems encountered with the low-altitude boost-glide mis-
sile are more severe than those which would be encountered with a two-
stage high-altitude missile which has thrust available for~the second
stage.

.

IN’TROIXJCTION

The analytical investigation conducted herein is concerned with the
problem of maintaining the fMght of a ground.launched cana@ missile
configuration at a predetermined altitude. The purpose of this investi-
gation is to detemine the practicability of using a stiple system sensi-
tive to static pressme and rate of cMmb in a low-altitude boost-glide
type of missile with the view toward using the results obtained as a
guide to future altitude stabilization problems. It is probable that
the importance of altitude stabilization wiXl be dictated by certain
tactical aspects of long-rsmge missile operation.

For the present investigation a device was constricted which senses
altitude variations in terns of atmospheric pressure and rate of change
of atmospheric pressure. The output of this device was coupled to a
servomotor through a suitable pickoff arr
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of this combination was obtah.ed experimentally and was used to repre-
sent the altitude control in an analytical study which predicts the time
history of the missile trajectory from launching to a preselected
altitude.

The airframe on which this analysis is based is an all-metal
research model of the cansrd missile type. Reference 1 discusses the
results of a previous flight test of the model conducted for the pur-
pose of obtating aerodynamic stability derivatives. In reference 2
the aerodynamic stability derivatives are tabulated for various flight
conditions, and reference 3 presents additional derivatives necessary
for a three-degree-of-freedomlongitudinal study including changes in
forward speed.
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IS-YMBOLS

output altitude response, ft

input altitude command Si@d., ft

altitude error signal, Zi - Z& ft

linear servmotor displacement, in.

canard elevator deflection, radians unless otherwise
noted

pitch attitude angle, deg

angle of attack, deg

flight-path angle, deg

acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2

normal accelemtion, g units

time, sec

static margin, fraction

mean aerodynamic chmd,

wing area, 4.1 sqft

Mach nmber

of E

1.776 f-t
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J=G1

m

D

KCg

KG

KG(j(m)

A(ju)),B(jo)

AR

PA

%

Abbreviations:

ic

db

-C pressure, lb/sq ft

3

~ frequency, radSans/sec

differential.operator, d/dt

control gearing ratio, 61X, radianl+n.

transfer function expressed as a linear function of D

frequency response

polynomial functions of Jo

-t* of KG(j~)

phase of KG(ju), deg

lift coefficient, Lift/@

initial.condition

decibels, 20 loglo AR

Dot over a sym”ol denotes derivative with respect to time.

DESCRIPTION OF ALTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM

Physical Characteristics

A photograph and a schematic diagrsm of the altitude control are
shown in figure 1. The major components of this device are an aneroid
pressure sensing element, a rate-of-climb sensing element, a pickoff,
and a servomotor. These-components function in

The altitude error is sensed as a press-
sealed box containing two bellows, one of which

the following manner”:

variation through a
is the aneroid which
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serves as the altitude reference, while the other gives a rate signsl
by means of a capillary and an insulated reservoir. Although the themal.
insulation is not shown for the reservoir pictured in figure l(a),’it
would be necessary for a fldght model of this device to minimize errone-
ous rate-of-climb signals generated by fk@ht temperature variations.
M&ement of the bellows is transmitted outside the box by a pivoted bar
where it is sensedby an air pickoff (see inset in fig. l(b)). The
pickoff signsl is transmitted as a pressure differential across a dia-
phrqqa linked to the servo slide valve. At this point the SifJIld iS

smplHied pneumatically by the servo. The servo has position feedback,
msking it se~-centering with its static
input signal. Presetting the control is
the pressure in the box to correspond to
adjusting the spring load on the pivoted

deflection proportional to t~
achieved by artificall.ylowering
the desired altitude and
bar until the pickoff centers.

l?requencyResponses

Frequency responses of the altitude control obtained experimentally
by varying the input pressure to the system sinusoidaUy over a range of
frequencies at sea level are shown in figure 2. Three sinusoidal pres-
sure inputs were used and these were equivalent to altitude inputs of
approxGately Q70
faired curve shown
input smp13tudes.
frequency-response

which was obttied

feet, k320 feet, sxL~*~~ feet at sea level; The
in figure 2 averages the results of these three
bfigure 3, this falred curve is compared with the
plot of the analytical transfer function

x 2.24(D+ 0.16)—=
e (D+ I.16)(D2+UgD +5480)

by curve-matching techniques and was used for por-
tions of this analysis for which completely-~aphical solutions c&ld
not readily be obtained. The method of approximating the autopilut
transfer function by curve-matching techniques has been used previously
in the analysis of a nonlinear attitude control (see discussion of
figs. 16 smd I_7 in ref. 4).

A further examination of the altitude-control transfer function x/G
indicates that the lead tem has a break frequency of 0.16 radian ~er
second compared with 1.16 radians per second for the linear lag term.
The denominator quadratic has an undamped natural frequency of 74 radians
per second and a critical damping ratio of about 0.8. It is pointed out
later in the results that the two-degree-of-freedm airfrsme transfer
function ~/5 contains a double titegration @ does not contribute

W -c lead. The dynamic lead necessary for stability therefore
must come frcm the controlling elements or more precisely from the

P
\ c!om~
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rate-of-climb sensing element. It is obvious that the lead temn in the
aforementioned transfer function x/e is closely related to the rate-
of-c~b dynsmics and that the linear lag term is related to the aneroid

mcs ●
It is quite etident then that, in order to obtain the lead

reqyired for stabiMty, the break frequency of the numerator temn must
be low compared with the break frequencies of the balance of the system
dynsmics including the airfrsme dynamics. The model of the altitude
control (fig. 1) was therefore designed so that certain physical.varia-
tions were possible (namely, the size of the capillaries, the size of the
reservoir, the size of the bellows, the spacing of the bellows to vary
the relative smount of rate or displacement signal, the pickoff pressure,
and the Centering-spring constant). I?requency-responsemeasurements were
then obtained for several combinations of these physical variations. The
end result of this experimental investigation was the’frequency response
presented in figure 2, for which sufficient lead far stability over the
broadest band of frequencies was obtained. Therefore in the analysis
of the overall system stability, the gain adjustment will be less critical
when the controlling elements are.represented by the frequency response
shown in figure 2 than for any of the other system frequency responses
measured in the laboratory.

The frequency-response plot of the system shown in figure 4 was
obtained through the use of a stratochaniberat the Iangley hstrument
Research Division. W this case the altitude-control-systemfrequency
response was measured while it was contained in the stratochsmber at a
simulated altitude of 40,000 feet. The sinusoidal input amplitude used
for these experimental response testswas equivalent to a variation of
approximately.*480feet at this altitude.

METHODS OF ANALYSIS

The Mach number of this analysis is 1.6, since M = 1.6 is con-
sidered to be average for tbe altitude seeking maneuvers ccmputed herein.
For the practical situation under consideration, the variation of alti-
tude with lxhe canbe predicted by computations consisting of two main
steps: (1),The initial portion would be the time history of the zero-
lift trajecto~ based on kinematic calculations including drag, thrust,
and weight variations during boosted flJght, with the altitude control
inactive. (2) The second step consists of the time history of the dynamic
response of the missile plus altitude control including the initial-
condition inputs obtained at separation. Solutions based on the fore-
going can be assumed to predict the complete the response from launching
to the predetemnined altitude and are included in the results. In addi-
tion, the responses to a unit step input ,smdNyquist criterion used as
a basis for component gain adjustment are included.

—..
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servomechanism Theory

general methods of servomechanism snalysis (ref. 5) were used to
the altitude control system baked on the following block diagrsm:

. x 6 P Z.
Altitude Control
control

\
gearing

Airframe

)~

Components of Block Diagram

Altitude-control block.- As mentioned previously, this block was
based on experimental frequency responses of a pressure-altitude plus
rate-of-climb sensing device in combination with a pnematic servo. The
gains within this conibinationwere adjusted to allow for physically
realizable control gearing adjustment.

Control-gearingblock.- The choice of this ratio is dependent on
space limitations, length of servo stroke, and available servo power.
On this basis, the control gearing was considered to be variable within
the range of approximately 0.3 to 0.5 raikhn per inch, since a physically
realizable control-surface-servo LLnkage could be obtained within these
values.

Airframe block.- A photograph and sketch of the actual airframe used
for previous flight testing is shown in figure 5. For most of this anal-
ysis, the airframe transfer functions were obtsdned from a solution of
the two-degree-of-freedomequations of motion. The dynsmic relation
between normal acceleration and b, if @o degrees of freedom are assumed,
is given in reference 2where it is pointed out that

%
= O for the

missile under consideration. The solution for ~/b can thenbe obtained
from the relation ~b with the assumption:

—
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Actually the relation
tion is

However, the previous

Since a pressure

7

between vertical acceleration and normal accelera-

approximation will be VaUd for

sensing device such as altitude

small values of 7.

control operates at
a low frequency, it was decided that the low-frequmcy airframe mode
(phugoid)-sho~dalso be included in the stability ch&cks of the system.
A portion of this analysis was therefore based on the three-degree-of-
freedom airframe transfer function. The additional derivatives and the
form of the three-degree-of-freedomequations of motion are contained in
reference 3.

Method of Obtaining Transient Responses

ence
zo_—-

%

Step-input responses.- Graphical procedms as outlined in refer-
s were used to obtain the closed-loop frequency response

A(ju)) corresponding to zero initial.conditions. The altitude
B(jm)

forced response Zo(t) to a step-input disturbance was then obtained by

the Fourier synthesizer method of transfer from the frequency domain to
the time domain used previously for t@ analysis of reference 2. This
method required the input to be expressed as a Fourier series. Each
term in the series is then modified by the amplitude and phase character-
istics of the closed-loop frequency response at a frequency corresponding
to the term. The tenm of this series are then summed with the electro-
mechanical Fourier synthesizer.

b general the responses of the other variables occurring simultane-
ously with Zo(t) and presented in the results were obtained through the

use of the inverse Iaplace transformation. The analytical solution was
used in this case mainly because the United number of hsxmonics avail-
able with the Fourier synthesizer did not permit complete definition of
the motion.

Time histories of complete trajectories.- The time histories of the
complete trajectories including boosted flight and the subsequent preset-
al.titude-seekingmaneuver presented in the results were obtained by
simulating the problem on a Reeves Electronic Analog Computer (REAC).
For the purpose of this simulation, the block diagram was redrawn as
shown in figure 6. The REAC schematics are shown within the blocks of

. ..—- ——— .—————-——— —
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figure 6 and the methcd of obtaining the REAC schematic directly from the
tr&fer function is presented in reference 6. TIE
the altitude control

5 o.782(D+ 0.16)
—=
‘ D3+120D2+561m +6352

includes a control gesring ratio of 0.35 radism per
frsme transfer function

~= 50CQOO0
~ D2+~+ 690

transfer ftiction for

inch and the air-

was obtained as mentioned previous= from the relation ~/5 given in

reference 2. Solution of the problem as simulated on the REAC for the
Z. time history was carried out as follows:

Initially a voltage proportional to the desired steady-state altitude
is fed inat ~. This voltsge feeds through the first block (the alti-

tude control) to prd.zce a signal at 5. The open switch at b, however,
stops the signal at this point. This simulates the missile on the ground
prior to launching with the altitude control preset to the desired steady-
state altitude and the control surface locked at zero. The control sur-
face is locked because no deflections can be tolerated during boosted
flight for structural reasons. However, at missile-booster sepsx’ation
the control surface will be unlocked through a switching device and b
wZU rapidly assume the value that is dictated by the error feeding
through the dynamics of the controlling elements at that instsnt. The
problem of unlocking the control at the instant of separation is simu-
lated in the REAC setup (fig. 6) simply by closing the switch between
the first and second blocks.

The second block of figure 6 represents the airfrsme transfer func-
tion Z/E. The hitial condition (it) on the second integrator within
this block is equal to the value of voltage proportional to ~ of the
missile alone the instant separat}-onfrcm the booster is achieved. The
switch in the outer loop of the Z/b schematic prevents the initial
condition from influencing the balance of the airfrsme schematic during
the simulation of boosted flight.

Boosted flight is simulated by feeding a voltage proportional to Z
through the switch between the second and third blocks of figure 6. This

—. ————————. . . .—. —-.——
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voltage is the output of a function generator for which the plot of Z
against time was obtained from Mnematic computations by utilizing the
relation .

z= (Thrust ‘Wgsiny.

)

I 32.2 -
Weight

The voltage proportional to ~ is shown to feed through two integrator
blocks to yield 20. Then 20 is fed back during boosted flight and is

compared with Zi in accordance with the relation

q-zo=E

At the instant of separation (3.2 seconds), the three switches close
through the use of a relay amplifier and the problem is allowed to run
until 20 steadies out at the value corresponding to ~. .

RESUIXS AND DISCUSSION

System Stability and Responses

Nyqyist diagrams.- Figure 7 shows the Nyquist diagram of the Open

loop Zo/e with the gain ~= set at 0.35 radian per inch for sea-

level flight conditions at M-= 1.6 with the airframe transfer function
based on two degrees of freedom. The phase margin at which the locus
crosses the O db or AR = 1 circle is appro-te”ly ~“ which indicates
b.dequatestability. This phase margin is obtained by the rate-of-climb
sensing of the altitude control since the altitude-control frequency
response (fig. 3) shows leading phase characteristics between the fre-
quency range of 0.01 to 6 radians per second. With decreasing frequency,
the locus of Zo/e is tending toward -180°, as can be seen in figure 7.

This is caused by the double integration in the airframe transfer func-
tion 2./5 which occurs due to the assumption

20 = lag

D2

This implies that the altitude control system is a servomechanism which
has neither steady-state position or velocity error as discussed in
reference 7 but would be unstable without leading phase characteristics

. . .. . . . .. . . . . ..— -.—z .-— — .—. ——— ..—.
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.

since it has a zero-frequency open-loop phase relation of -180° and,
except for the rate-oP-cUmb sensing, the balance of the dynamics of
the system has lagglng characteristics.

.

~ figure 8 the resdts of an sadysis of the ~titude control sys-
tem in which the airframe transfer function is based on three degrees of
freedcxnis shown in the form of Nyquist plots. The results of refer-
ence 3 which include the effect of velocity derivatives were employed
in obtaining the three-degree-of-freedom airframe transfer functions.
~ fi~ 8 the stability is investigated at trim angle-of-attack values
of 0°, 4°, and 10° for an assmed equilibrium Mach number of M = 1.6
and constant control-system ccmponent gains. This approach (that is,
_ stability checks at more than one trtiahgle of attack) is dis-
cussed in reference 3. The locus obtained for 0° angle of attack in
figure 8 is shownto be the same as the locus shown in figure 7. T’&
Iocii shown for angle-of-attack values of 4° and 10°, however, are shown
to deviate smewhat from the 0° angle-of-attack locus. These deviations
are due to the additional alrfrsme dynamics arising from the increase in
degrees of freedom. The open-loop locii also show an increase in phase
margin for the higher angle-of-attack values because the lead terms of
the airframe transfer function actually break at lower frequencies tham
the phugoid qyadratic. This increase in phase margin indicates an
increase in system stabiUty or more heavily damped closed-loop response.
Therefore, basing the analysis of a control system of this type on two-
degree-of-freedom solution is considered to be sufficient, since the
control-system gain adjustment is more critical in this instance.

Step-input responses at sea level..-The Z. transient response to
a unit step inpti & is shown in figure 9. The flight conditions and
gain adjustment are the same as used previously for the Nyquist diagram
(fig. 7). The Z. responke is shown to have approximately 1.3 overshoot

and remdns within ~ percent of steady state after 6.3 seconds. Figure 9
also shows the an, b, e, 7, and a responses which occur simultane-
ously with the Z. response to a unit step & input. The pesk values

of these responses are hportsnt in the altitude control application.
h psxticullar,there are structural limitations on the maximum normal
acceleration and the accuracy of the transient solution is governed by
the magnitude of 7. The peak values of these additional variables
obtained from figure 9 are tabulated as follows:

. ----
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Variable Unit-step peak value 500-ft-step peak value

~, g units 0.048 24

6, deg .0076 3.8
0, deg .0195 9.8
7, deg .019
a, deg .011 ;:;

~ peak normal acceleration of 24 g units obtained for the 500-foot step
is within the design load limit of the missile, and the inaccuracies
introduced with the assumption

Zo=%g
D2

are not considered serious since the flight-path-angle variations are
within 10° during the altitude-seeking maneuver based on the 500-foot
step input.

Step-input response at 40,000 feet.- The Z. response to a unit

step input ~ obtained for the &O,WO-foot-altitude case is shown”in

figure 10. This response is based on the altitude-control frequency
response shown previously in figure 4 obtained in a stratochamber at the
LS.@ey Instrument Research Divisional a simulated altitude of
~,000 feet combined with the solution for the airframe transfer function
at the ssme simulated altitude. A c~yison of the 40,00t)-footand sea-
level responses indicates that the k0,000-foot response exhibits an
increase in peak overshoot of approximately 10 percent and the time to
reach and remain within 5 percent of steady state is increased by about
30 percent. Figure 10, however, does indicate that the altitude control
system can be made to function successfully at high altitude, since the
response at altitude is very similar to the sea-level response (fig. 9).

Predicted Time History of Complete Trajectories

Time histories of complete trajectories including boosted flight and
the subsequmt automatic altitude-seeking maneuver as obtained frmREAC
simulation of the problem are presented in figure U.. Figure H.(a) shows
the time histories for launching singlesof 20° and 30° with ~ preset
at a steady-state value equal to the separation sltitude plus 500 feet.
Figure n(b) shows time histories for the same launchhg singleswith ~

preset at a steady-state value eqpal to the separation altitude plus
.

——-..-. —. . .. ————— _—. ——. — _— —- —
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250 feet. For the cases shown, no overshoot is obtained with the 20°
launching angle and altitude stabilization is particularly poor with the

.

larger steady-state altitude (fig. n(a) ) whereas.for the 30° launching
angle the initial overshoot obtained is higher for the lower steady-state
value (fig. U(b) ). The overshoot obtained with the larger launching
angle is due to the higher rate of climb obtained at separation in this
instsmce. In general it can be seen that tbe ability to reach and stabi-
lize about a desired altitude is governed mainly by two factors (the
magnitude of the preset altitude and the launching angle), and for the
problem under consideration, altitude stabi13.zationwill.be improved by
the choice of launching angle which yields some initial overshoot. The
control-surface responses during the altitude-seeking maneuver are also
shown in figure 11. It is noted that 5 Umnediatel.yasmxnes a negative
Value at missile-booster separation. This negative value indicates that
the rate of cliribobtained during boosted flight is feeding a brger
signal to the control surface than & by the time separation is
achieved.

It is apparent partic-ly for a launching angle of 30° that the
initial overshoot is decreased by increasing the steady-state altitude
(see fig. n). The initial overshoot could also be decreased by delaying
the altitude-control activation and leveling off at a still higher alti-
tude; however, for the boost-glide missile under consideration the price
paid in loss of Mach nmber wouldbe great. For applicationto long-
=e fissfies where thrust is avdkble in the second stage, loss of
Mach number would not be a problem. The launching angle and delay in
control-surface actuation could be selected so that the desired steady-
state altitude would be the peak of the zero-lift trajectory. In this
instance there would be no initial inputs to the control system to gene-
rate oscillations such as those shown for a no launching angle in fig-
ure 11. The curves of figure 11, however, show the altitude control
system to be a workable system since it wi~ seek and tends to remain at
a predetermined altitude.

Effect of Aerodynamic Out-of-Trim Moment or Load Disturbance

Jn reference 2 it is pointed out that an aerodynamic out-of-trim
moment may be represented by a equivalent control-surface deflection.
If this approach is taken for the present analysis, it canbe seen that
the steady-state ~ error due to an equivalent control-surface deflec-
tion is the intirse of the static gain of the controlJ&g elements.
Since the static gain of the altitude control was necessarily set quite
low for reasons of stability, the resultant overall system may have a
fairly large steady-state error when viewed from the standpoint of out-
of-trti moment ad frcm the load-disturbance standpoint it will be,a
fairly loose control system. For example, if the aerodynamic out-of-
trimmment due to modelmisaUneme nt is assuned to be equivalent to a

r-,

k -.3
. .

oNF.=1/& !

.’

.
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control-surface deflection of 0.25°, the steady-state ~ error till he

approximately 220 feet for the low-altitude case. This error will be
increased for flight at a 40,000 foot altitude to about 1,~0 feet (note
the apparent decrease in static gain when the altitude-control frequency
response is measured at a simulated altitude of 40,000 feet shown in
fig. 4 as compared to the sea-level static gain of fig. 2).

Load disturbances (for instance disturbances due to vertical gusts)
are sometimes considered to be time-variant moments which csa also be
represented by equivalent control-surface deflections. No attempt is
made here to determine the effect of a fixed magnitude and frequency
gust spectrum on the control-system response. However, in the presence
of gusty conditions, it is evident that the missile would tend to wander
about its reference altitude to a certain extent due to the looseness of
control brought about by the low static gain of the control elements.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

When the altitude control is analyzed in combination with the air-
frame transfer function based on two degrees of freedm or three de~ees
of freedom at zero trim angle of attack, the own-loop freqyency response
contains a double integration and the airframe does not contribute any
dynamic lead. Therefore tQe lead obtained with rate-of-climb sensing is
necessary in order to obtain a stable system.

The @Ltitude-control-systemrespohse to a step input at 40,000 feet
is somewhat slower and has slightly more initial overshoot than the
response at sea-level; however, t% response obttied at altitude is very
similar to the sea-level response and it is concluded that the system cm
be made to function successfuIJy at high altitude.

me predicted thle histories of the t~jectories o~~d ~th a
30° launching angle show the altitude-seekingmaneuver to be somewhat
oscillatory for the boost-glide missile under consideration. The problem
shmlated, however, is only for evaluation purposes and is more severe
than that which would be encountered with a two-stage missile where
thrust was available for the second stage.

b the presence of modelmis alinement, the steady-state altitude
error due to the resulting aerodynamic out-of-trim moment may be quite
large. This steady-state error is Wge in the altitude control ap@i-
cation because it is inversely proportional to the static gain of the
altitude-control transfer function which was necessarily set quite low
for reasons of stability. This low static gain will cause the altitude

.
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control to be a rehtively loose system. The missile will therefore tend
to wander about its reference altitude to a certain extent in the presence .
of gusty conditions.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Camnittee for Aeronautics,

=Y Mere, Vs., May 25, 1954.
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